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Abstract: Enhancing resiliency in a power grid system is one of the core mandates of electrical
distribution companies to provide high-level service. The power resiliency research community has
proposed numerous schemes, to detect, classify, and localize fault events. However, the literature
still lacks a comprehensive taxonomy of these schemes which can help advance future research.
This study aims to provide a compact yet comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art solutions
to fault analysis in transmission power systems. We discuss fault types and several fault-analysis
methodologies adopted by relevant research works, propose a novel framework to classify these
works, and highlight their strengths and limitations. We anticipate that this brief review would be
helpful as a literature review and benefit the research community in choosing suitable techniques for
fault analysis.
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1. Introduction
Electric power systems have evolved over decades from synchronous machines to
renewable energy sources for generating electricity. However, the power grid’s operation
has always been challenging because of extreme operational and environmental conditions.
In this section, we address the need for power system fault analysis and provide the
contributions and structure of this paper.
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1.1. Background
Power transmission is the first step to transporting the bulk of power from a power
generator to the last mile of a power grid. The transmission system includes many fundamental components such as step-up and step-down transformers, power lines, towers,
switches, relays, and reclosers. Figure 1 shows different subsystems of a power grid system.
This system is susceptible to many challenges, such as power loss that changes to thermal
energy due to conductor resistance (I2 R), where I is the current and R is the resistance. That
is why the voltage is increased to minimize the resistive loss. Another challenge is the
skin effect, where current flows along the outer surface/skin of the cable due to a high frequency. This means that the current flows through a very small portion of the conductor’s
cross-section, thereby increasing the resistance. These challenges and environmental factors
such as storms, heavy freezing rains, and wild habitat activities contribute to transmission
element faults. These could heavily impact customers, such as the recent historic blackouts
that hit Texas, USA, in 2021 due to a severe winter storm. Hurricane Sandy is another
example that hit the USA in 2012, causing a wide range of damage, hundreds of casualties,
and thousands of displaced residents in the great New York area [1].
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The most recent review in this field [2] described different techniques investigated
by several researchers for detecting, classifying, and localizing transmission faults. However, it lacks a clear classification scheme and only provides a comparative analysis for
fault localization proposals. In [3], the authors employed fault-analysis methods to classify a limited number of relevant previous works. Other studies and surveys classified the
2 of 19
works differently, e.g., according to their computational intelligence features [4] as prominent, hybrid, or modern [5].
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1.3. Review Methodology
In Figure 2, we present a flowchart to provide a visual connection of the different
components of our methodology. While each component is described in detail in the
subsequent sections, this flowchart shows our review methodology as a whole, emphasizing
the integration between its components.
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nent until power engineers fix it. It can be either open or short circuited [6,7].
In contrast to short-circuit faults, open-circuit faults occur when one or more lines
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generate a partial picture of the system’s state. As a result, faults can be detected. However,
to generate a partial picture of the system’s state. As a result, faults can be detected. Howthe fault itself can’t be accurately localized using minimal measurements. It is usually
ever, the fault itself can’t be accurately localized using minimal measurements. It is ususpotted and inspected visually, which is time-consuming [11].
ally spotted and inspected visually, which is time-consuming [11].
In the early 1980s, relays were used to detect and localize faults in power transmission
In the early 1980s, relays were used to detect and localize faults in power transmislines. Once a fault occurs, two surges of power are generated by that fault. These surges
sion lines. Once a fault occurs, two surges of power are generated by that fault. These
flow to relays placed at the two ends of the power line. Thus, a fault is detected. The
surges flow to relays placed at the two ends of the power line. Thus, a fault is detected.
time difference between receiving these surges is measured to calculate the fault location.
The time difference between receiving these surges is measured to calculate the fault loThis method is simple and easy to apply, using a wavelet transform to signals [12]. Still,
cation. This method is simple and easy to apply, using a wavelet transform to signals [12].
it suffers from drawbacks such as localization inaccuracy due to the lack of capturing an
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types. This step is critical for technical staff to understand the issues they are dealing with
with and to gather all of the necessary equipment to solve them.
and to gather all of the necessary equipment to solve them.
The last step is localizing the fault, which refers to the process that ends up findThe last step is localizing the fault, which refers to the process that ends up finding/locating the fault place. Fault localization utilizes the measurements from the detection
ing/locating the fault place. Fault localization utilizes the measurements from the detecstep to locate faults accurately.
tion step to locate faults accurately.
3. Fault Analysis Techniques
3. Fault Analysis Techniques
This paper provides a novel classification scheme to classify fault analysis techniques
This
paper used
provides
a novel
classification
scheme
to classifyand
faultlocalization).
analysis techniques
by the
methods
and their
tasks
(i.e., detection,
identification,
Figure 5
by
the
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and
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and
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shows the classification of fault analysis techniques by the methods used.
A techniqueFigcan
ure
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of fault
analysis to
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analyze faults.
niqueAcan
either
use conventional
or modern
to analyze
fault
is temporary
if it is cleared
afterapproaches
breaker reclosing
andfaults.
is a permanent fault
otherwise [14]. A permanent fault requires power technicians to locate and repair the
faulted line section to restore power service. In conventional methods, protective relays,
placed at both ends of a transmission line, sense the fault immediately and isolate the
faulted line by opening the associated circuit breakers [15]. Distance relays are fast and
reliable ways to locate the fault area. However, they fall short of providing accurate fault
localization. In addition, it is difficult to identify and classify faults using relays, triggering
the need for other techniques to overcome this drawback.
A wavelet-based technique is effective for analyzing transient power faults. It is
mainly effective for fault detection and localization [16–20]. Improving fault detection and
location accuracy can be achieved by using the maximum wavelet coefficients (WCs) of the
frequency and voltage signals under fault disturbance and investigating the relationship
between the WCs and power variation. Fault detection, identification, and location usually need to be solved as a unified problem in power systems. However, most methods
discussed in previous literature focus on one or two aspects and cannot solve all three
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problems simultaneously. It can be foreseen that a multifunctional approach, which can
6 of 20
achieve fault detection, identification, and localization, has the potential for a wide range
of applications in power systems.
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fault
communication
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In addition,
it is difficult to identify and classify faults using relays, triggering
the need for other techniques to overcome this drawback.
3.1. Control Theory
A wavelet-based technique is effective for analyzing transient power faults. It is
theory
refers
to the field
focusing
on controlling
dynamic systems
and ensuring
mainlyControl
effective
for fault
detection
and
localization
[16–20]. Improving
fault detection
and
the
stability
of
the
operating
systems
without
delay.
Next,
we
discuss
fuzzy
logic and
location accuracy can be achieved by using the maximum wavelet coefficients (WCs)
of
Boolean
logicand
as well-known
methods
control
theory. and investigating the relationthe
frequency
voltage signals
underinfault
disturbance
ship between the WCs and power variation. Fault detection, identification, and location
3.1.1. Fuzzy Logic
usually need to be solved as a unified problem in power systems. However, most methods
Fuzzy
(FL) is
an extension
multivalued
logical and
system.
Thissolve
control
discussed
in logic
previous
literature
focusof
ona one
or two aspects
cannot
all theory
three
class
follows
an
intuitive
approach
with
less
complexity
[22].
The
truth
variables
arecan
real
problems simultaneously. It can be foreseen that a multifunctional approach, which
values between 0 and 1, where 0 means very false and 1 means very true. FL can model
achieve fault detection, identification, and localization, has the potential for a wide range
nonlinear functions and simplify the control of dynamic systems. Natural languages,
of applications in power systems.
control systems, and clustering in networks are some of the applications of FL. FL has also
T.Takagi et al. [21] developed an equation based on the electrical equations of the
been used in power systems for control and analysis [23–26]. For instance, the impact of the
loop formed by a single-phase to ground resistive fault, using only the wavelet readings
lightning strike on a fault location in a transmission power system was determined using
from one end of the transmission line. They localized faults in a transmission line by sepFL [27]. The authors found that the rate of false or missed alarms is minimal for the FL
arating the circuit into two equivalent circuits: one prior to the fault and the other during
method, while FL-based and SCADA methods have comparable performance for lightning
the fault. Each of these gives an equation about the current and the voltage. On the other
strike trips, and the correlations of 100 km line trips are equivalent for the conducted
hand, modern techniques can be classified into control theory, Artificial Intelligence (AI),
experiment throughout the time interval.
and communication networks.
The authors in [28] used a fuzzy inference system to detect, classify, and localize a fault
section in combined transmission lines and underground power cables. Their approach
3.1. Control Theory
depends on ten adaptive networks based on a fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), using
Control theory refers to the field focusing on controlling dynamic systems and ensuring the stability of the operating systems without delay. Next, we discuss fuzzy logic
and Boolean logic as well-known methods in control theory.
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post-fault voltage and current measurements. ANFIS1 is used to classify the fault type.
The fundamental frequency amplitude of the three-phase currents plus the neutral current
will be the input for ANFIS2. The output has the formats A, B, C, and G, representing
the three phases and the ground. Any output A, B, or C close to 1 refers to a fault in that
phase. Similarly, if G closes to 1, the fault involves the ground. The four short-circuit fault
types, namely LL, LLL, LLG, and LG, can be overhead or underground. Thus, the eight
ANFISs are trained for each type to locate the faulty section. To classify overhead and
underground faults, sampled values (within one cycle) of a post-fault peak can be used
to estimate the inputs of ANFIS The authors tested their proposed algorithm to ensure
accuracy, conducting several scenarios including short-circuit fault types, fault inception
angles, and impedances. The maximum location error of a faulty section is below 0.07%.
However, considering these parameters increases the complexity and learning time for
different training sets.
3.1.2. Boolean Logic
Boolean logic is simpler than fuzzy logic as the variables have truth values of true
or false. It provides only a binary value representation: 0 for false and 1 for true. This
representation is different from fuzzy logic, where values can be any real value between
0 and 1, and is also different from ordinary algebra, where the variables can have any
numerical value [29]. The three main operators in Boolean logic are conjunction (∧),
disjunction (∨), and negation (¬). Boolean logic played a significant role in the digital
revolution, especially in digital circuit design and information communication. Boolean
logic applications such as error propagation modeling and computational geometry are
applied to approximately a molecular surface area [30]. Boolean logic was implemented in
power systems analysis along with other methods to diagnose faults [31].
3.2. Artificial Intelligence
Next, we discuss AI-based techniques, including probabilistic methods for uncertain
reasoning, evolutionary computation, statistical learning methods, and neural networks.
3.2.1. Probabilistic Methods for Uncertain Reasoning
There are many probabilistic methods for uncertain reasoning and include the hidden Markov model (HMM), Bayesian networks, and Kalman filter. HMM is a statistical
method based on the Markov process with hidden states. Using HMM, researchers seek
to recover the sequence of hidden (unobserved) states from the observed generated data.
There are many applications of HMM, such as speech recognition, protein structure prediction, genome-sequence analysis, and image classification [32]. HMM has been used
recently in the fault diagnosis of power systems, for example, to detect power faults that
lead to islanding in a smart grid [33,34]. In [35], the authors formulate the problem of
detecting a transmission line fault using HMM. They produced a probabilistic estimation
of the transmission line status using inference and particle filtering. This approach is
robust to measurement errors of phasor measurement units (PMU). The proposed HMMbased algorithms outperform other algorithms for noise levels of 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 with
detection percentages of 99, 95, and 91, respectively. However, using HMM has two
drawbacks: the expensive computational complexity and the high amount of memory
required, posing a scalability issue. Although this approach claims to reduce computational
complexity, it is clear that there is a tradeoff between computational complexity and fault
detection accuracy.
Similarly, Bayesian networks (BNs) have been used successfully to create consistent
probabilistic representations of uncertain reasoning in many fields, such as audio-visual
speech recognition, medical diagnosis from partially correct data, biological interactions,
and many others [36]. BNs also locate faults in transmission power systems [37,38]. Fault
diagnosis BN-based models can work with uncertain or incomplete data related to a power
fault analysis system [39]. In [39], the initial parameters of the BN depend on historical
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inputs from domain experts, which are further refined using an error backpropagation.
The proposed system uses the following evaluation criteria: (1) if the fault belief degree of
an element is >0.7, this element is faulty; (2) if the degree of an element is in the range of
[0.15–0.7] inclusive, this element may be faulty; and (3) if the degree of an element is <0.15,
this element is normal. This approach is efficient, scalable, and independent of network
topology; hence, it can be applied to any large-scale transmission power system. However,
there are some concerns regarding the computational cost of running this approach.
On the other hand, the Kalman filter (KF) is an optimal estimation algorithm for
variables of interest that cannot be directly measured. It also assesses the state of the system
from indirect and noisy measurements. KF is used in many ways, such as spacecraft to
estimate their altitude and localize objects such as mobile robots and driverless vehicles [40].
In many domains, KF has also been adopted in many research studies concerning power
systems [41–43]. Recently, Neto et al. [44] presented a KF-based solution to locate faults in
transmission lines where magnetic fields produced by current signals are measured using
magneto-resistive sensors installed at transmission line terminals. The proposed solution
uses the extended KF (EKF) to process these measurements and employs a travelling
wave approach to localize the fault. The proposed algorithm performs approximately
250 multiplications and 400 additions for a new sample provided by the sensors.
Consequently, accuracy is limited by the sampling frequency. The minimum and
maximum localization errors of the proposed solution are 0 m and 107 m, with an average
fault location of 26 m and a standard deviation of 16 m, fault resistance of 229 Ω and a fault
inception angle of 245◦ . Furthermore, this approach requires highly synchronized clocks to
calculate the travelling wave time and achieve accurate localization.9 of 20
3.2.2. Artificial Neural Networks

detecting a fault, the output is binary, indicating whether there is a fault or not, while
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a powerful tool that has been used for a long
classifying the fault type requires more outputs. On the other hand, a fault location can be
time
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On the other hand, deep learning is a relatively new dimension in ANN, with the
most recent breakthrough in 2006. Deep learning enables unsupervised feature learning,
pattern analysis, and classification. The fundamental principles of deep learning can be
summarized as follows [53]: (1) Unsupervised learning is used to pre-train each layer; (2)
unsupervised training of one layer at a time, on top of the previously trained ones, where
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ANN can be either shallow or deep. Most fault analysis techniques follow a shallow
learning approach [46,47]. Several research papers have employed ANN for fault analysis
in the power grid [48–51]. A feed-forward 3-layer ANN has been designed to estimate
the resistance and location of a faulty 3-phase transmission line using voltage and current
readings of a single terminal [52]. Similar to Takagi’s method [21], Ref. [52] it requires
the voltage and current parameters prior to and during the fault. Each value of these
two parameters has two parts: real and imaginary. The total number of inputs for ANN
is 15, where the number of hidden nodes is 8, 11, or 12 for weak, medium, or strong source
impedance, respectively. The outputs are the fault resistance and the fault location in
terms of distance from the used terminal of the transmission line. The result shows the
high performance of this technique with 1% precision for the fault location and 3% for the
fault resistance. Although this result outperforms the conventional methods, it is unclear
whether or not the technique in [52] will hold for high values of resistive fault with changes
in source impedance.
On the other hand, deep learning is a relatively new dimension in ANN, with the
most recent breakthrough in 2006. Deep learning enables unsupervised feature learning,
pattern analysis, and classification. The fundamental principles of deep learning can
be summarized as follows [53]: (1) Unsupervised learning is used to pre-train each layer;
(2) unsupervised training of one layer at a time, on top of the previously trained ones, where
the representation learned at each level is the input for the next layer; and (3) supervised
training used to fine-tune all the layers (in addition to one or more additional layers
dedicated to producing predictions). Recently, attention has been drawn to applying deep
learning to fault diagnosis in a power transmission system [54–57]. In [49], the authors
developed a technique based on deep learning where data is extracted from a power
system control center and preprocessed before the deep learning network training. Then
auto-encoders are used to process the data, and hidden features are evaluated to conclude
the existence of the fault. If a fault is detected, the second step is to classify the fault type,
where trained stacked auto-encoders are used for training a deep learning network. For
proper parameter setting, the diagnosis accuracy rate is more than 80%. This means the
number of hidden layers and epochs influences the accuracy rate of diagnosis. For example,
large numbers of hidden-layer units and epochs might enhance the accuracy, but would
also cost more time for training, influencing on-the-fly fault diagnosis.
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a major step for fault analysis in power grids, without which most
fault-analysis methods may not be set up correctly. AI-based techniques use the extracted
features for training AI models. In power grid analysis, current and voltage measurements
are usually collected in samples and forwarded to a feature extraction technique. The
extracted features are then used to detect, classify, and locate faults. For example, frequency
measurements could be collected and decomposed in a time-frequency form to extract
time-frequency features. The extracted features can then be used by clustering techniques
to partition the power grid and determine the fault location [58]. The scope of this topic is
large and diverse, and we highlighted its significance and application multiple times in
the text.
3.2.3. Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary computation is a field based on trial-and-error with stochastic optimization. Perhaps, genetic algorithms (GA) are the most common class in the larger category of
evolutionary computation. They are inspired by natural selection theory [59], involving the
following steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)

An initialized population of potential solutions is randomly generated;
The fitness function is evaluated;
If it satisfies the optimization/termination criteria or constraints, the best output is
generated; otherwise the process is terminated;
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(4)
(5)
(6)

The population is subjected to natural selection in order to select the best-fitting
parents for breeding;
To create a new generation, genetic operators such as crossover and mutation are used;
Go to step number (2).

Crossover or recombination combines two or more parts of candidate solutions to
breed a new one. On the other hand, mutation performs local modifications to a solution [60]. The last two steps, selection and generation, are iteratively run until the best
candidate solution is selected.
Researchers have employed GAs to analyze faults [61,62] and solve other problems
in power grids, such as managing microgrid energy [63] and achieving an optimal design
of distribution powerlines [64]. GA can be employed to locate faults in transmission lines
using the data from the two-terminal transmission line [65]. The authors in [65] utilize
a distributed time-domain model of a power transmission line to derive a fault location
formula. The objective function reflects the relationship between the derived voltages from
both terminals. Therefore, the goal of the proposed GA is to minimize the location error by
collecting synchronous measurements of post-fault voltage and current from the two ends
of the line. For a fault happening 100 km from the S terminal, the proposed GA presents a
fault distance of 99.882 km from the S terminal, which is very close to the actual fault point
(i.e., −0.118% error of fault location).
3.2.4. Statistical Learning Methods
Statistical learning methods include decision tree (DT) and support vector machine
(SVM). DT is a graph with no cycles, a commonly used predictive statistical model, especially for classifications [66]. It contains decisions and possible outcomes. Safety evaluation
and classifiers on private databases are some applications of DTs [67]. A DT-based method
has been developed to classify a fault type in a single-circuit transmission line [68]. The DT
is trained using the odd harmonics (up to the 19th) of the measured signals. Although the
result is promising, with a classification accuracy of a cycle’s quarter, the reliability is an
issue as the training inputs could be erroneous. Furthermore, DT methods usually pose
computational complexity, which has not been included in [68].
Likewise, SVM is a classification technique that belongs to statistical learning theory.
One of the most effective linear classifiers uses kernel tricks to create a nonlinear classifier [69]. It is a supervised learning method to train machines to learn independently
without explicit static programming instructions. Applications of SVM cover many fields
such as medicine to classify, for instance, cancer tissue, financial forecasting, and text classification [70], among many others. Researchers have used SVM successfully in fault analysis
in power systems [71–75]. SVM can also be used to localize faults in power transmission
systems with high accuracy (up to 99%) [76].
3.3. Communication Networks
3.3.1. Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
GSM is a telecommunication standard developed by the European Telecommunication
Standard Institute (ETSI). It is considered the second generation (2G) of cellular networks
used by mobile devices [77]. GSM has been used in power fault analysis [78,79]. For
instance, in [79], a technique has been proposed to detect and classify a faulty transmission
line. The proposed system consists of protective equipment such as relays, switch breakers,
reclosers, voltage sensors, an 8-bit microcontroller, a GSM module, and a LED display.
Since the micro-controller works on a 5 V voltage level and serial communication with the
computer system works on a 12 V voltage level, a MAX232 IC is used to boost the signal
from 5 V to 12 V. The sensed fault signal is delivered to the microcontroller to analyze the
characteristics of the signal in terms of current and voltage readings. The microcontroller
will detect and classify the fault once it occurs. GSM will be used to send a message to the
person in charge of any existing fault. Finally, the microcontroller sends a signal to relays
and switch breakers to isolate the faulty section.
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3.3.2. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
A WSN comprises sensor nodes with sensing functionalities to monitor physical
properties such as voltage, humidity, temperature, pressure, and moving objects. A sensor
has a small processor, a battery as a power supply, memory, and a short-range wireless
transceiver [80]. The collected sensed data is typically propagated towards the base12
station
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Therefore, there is a need for further feature engineering to reflect on special transient
events; (ii) sensors are vital devices for data acquisition for almost all modern technologies.
Thus, cybersecurity is of paramount importance to grid operators. It is critical because
cyber attackers could manipulate the readings of voltage and currents to be perceived as
normal while, in fact, there is an imminent failure (i.e., increase the false negatives) or vice
versa. During normal loading, current and voltage measurements collected by sensors are
almost balanced. However, these measurements fluctuated in faulty incidents, indicating
an unbalanced loading state; and (iii) localization-based techniques that utilize the time
difference of travelling signals usually face accuracy issues due to the inaccuracy of time
measurements. Furthermore, techniques that collect power-related readings at the two ends
of power lines provide more accurate fault localization than impedance-based techniques.
Table 1. Summary of the analysis techniques concerning the methods considered in the surveyed
works. It illustrates the tasks these techniques perform (i.e., detection, classification, or localization).
The “General Remarks” column shows the advantages/disadvantages of the corresponding technique,
and whether it uses one terminal or two to achieve its tasks.
Fault Analysis
Method

Work

Detection

Classification

Localization

General Remarks

[21]

3

1-terminal; the assumption of the angles’
equality may lead to erroneous locations

[84]

3

2-terminal; phasor measurement units (PMUs);
tolerant to time-synch signal and PMU losses

[85]

3

1-terminal; EHV transmission lines; has low
efficiency—Better to synch data from both ends

3

Voltage measurements and network bus
admittance matrix; transient stability
assessment problem

3

2-terminal pre-fault and post-fault of current
and voltage; using a wide-area measurement
system to handle a large-scale of data for
accurate fault location

Conventional
[86]

3

[87–89]

[90]

1-terminal; detected using conventional
discrete wavelet transform; more prominent
than other various types of mother wavelets

3

[91]

3

Wavelet
[13]

[92]

[28]

2-terminal transmission line; a wavelet
entropy-based method; accurate with a fair
degree of noise tolerance

3

3

3

3

3

3

2-terminal transmission line; GPS for synch;
efficient approach with a fair
degree of accuracy

3

Overhead or underground; localization by
section; evaluated under different fault
locations, inception angles and several fault
resistances; accurate but requires many ANFIS
networks to work

3

Fault locations caused by lightning strike;
gather current values from SCADA system;
requires 216 sets of rules to create an
expert database

Fuzzy Logic

[27]

1-end measurements; using both voltage and
current signals; tested on a 380 kV prototype
power system; find the fault locations in a
short time
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Table 1. Cont.
Fault Analysis
Method

Work

Detection

Hidden
Markov
process

[33,35]

3

Phasor measurements; detect faults in a
short time

3

Single-phase grounding accidents; “Storm”,
“Aging”, and “Icing” are the most critical
hazards of single-phase grounding,
respectively; however, sensitivity analysis
requires further validation

[37]

Classification

Localization

Bayesian
Networks
[39]

[43]

3

[44]

3

3

[94]

3

3

1-terminal; small localization error (up to 5%)

3

2-terminal; a single hidden layer is sufficient to
learn and classify and localize faults

3

Utilize samples of currents and voltages

[95]

3

1-terminal; the classifier is suited for
classifying faults in double-circuit lines

[96]

3

3

3

1-terminal pre-fault and post-fault data;
feasible and tested against different types of
faults at several operating conditions

3

2-terminal; maximum localization error less
than 2%; error could be further reduced if
longer training time is applied (>2.5 min)

ANN
[97]

[98]

Genetic
Algorithm
(GA)

2-terminal with extended KF; robustness and
accuracy of localization are subject to sampling
frequency; time synch is required between
both terminals
2-terminal; high detection and classification
accuracy

3

[52]
[93]

Fault section localization; feasible and efficient;
however, the lack of prior knowledge of the
domain experts impacts location accuracy
Estimate the pre- and post-fault state of
voltages and currents

3

Kalman Filter

[46,47]

General Remarks

3

3

LG, LL, and LLG; reliable and attractive
approach for protecting relaying system in
power transmission systems

3

Deep learning neural network: use stacked
auto-encoders (SAE) to train the deep model;
increase the reliability and stability of power
systems and; the accuracy is
parameter-dependent—proper selection of the
numbers of hidden layers and epochs is vital
for an accuracy of around 80%

[49]

3

[59]

3

Pre-fault for maintenance purposes; efficient
method to solve complex non-linear
optimization problems

[65]

3

2-terminal transmission line; significant
maintenance savings of power systems

[99]

3

Measurement of short-circuit current at
sending terminal; high degree of accuracy
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Table 1. Cont.
Fault Analysis
Method

Decision Tree

Work

Detection

[66]

3

[68]

3

[100]

3

[69]

Support Vector
Machine

Classification

Localization

Detect and identify lines that lead to
cascading failure
1-terminal; robust and accurate

3

Current signals sampled at 1920 Hz; high
impedance fault
2-terminal; combined with GA; the system
uses voltage and current phasor from PMU to
identify fault types; uncertain phasors pose
diagnosis inaccuracy

3

[76]

3

[101]

General Remarks

1-terminal; high accuracy with average
localization of less than 100 m (in 200 km
transmission line, i.e., 0.05%) and the
maximum error is below 2 km (i.e., 1%)
1-terminal; 340 km long 3-phase
transmission line

3

Post-fault current samples and
ground detection

[102]

3

[77]

3

Combined with the Internet of Things (IoT)

[78]

3

1-terminal pre-fault and post-fault of current
and voltage

3

Sensed signals are forwarded to a
microcontroller for detection and classification
of faults; less accurate in extreme
weather conditions

3

GSM
[79]

3

3

3

Use IoT device NODE MCU (Esp8266) to
detect voltage change considering weather
conditions; works in a real-time manner;
reliable, and can be used to locate faulty lines;
bounded by Wi-Fi communication range

[82]

3

Monitoring power lines with no optical cables
or GPRS; Wi-Fi through TCP/IP; high
overhead handling and processing of
aggregated data from multiple sensors on
operation center; electromagnetic compatibility
is a challenge

[83]

3

Zigbee and GPRS; good for remote areas; the
system has low power consumption

[19]

WSN

Fault analysis techniques that use modern tools are more accurate and reliable than
their conventional counterparts. This is due to the real-time data collection of the grid state
and the fast decision-making and action-taking upon any failure event. However, there are
variations among these modern techniques related to their performance evaluation, such
as accuracy. This is further associated with the conducted experiment and the feasibility of
collecting the required experimental parameters. For example, ANN was used in [46] to
detect and identify fault types. The performance of the proposed solution has been tested
using a mean square error (MSE) and confusion matrix with detection accuracy near 100%
and a classification accuracy of 70%. Both faulty voltage and current have been used to
feed the neural network.
On the other hand, a GA proposal in [59] provides a solution to detect faulty lines
and maintain them beforehand, saving overall costs. Both the previous techniques seek
to detect faulty power lines proactively. The solutions are trained/implemented using
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datasets offline. The ANN-based approach requires a large enough dataset for training
purposes, while GA-based algorithms can run over a limited dataset. Achieving high
accuracy can be more challenging in the GA-based approach because it requires a careful
design of a fitness function.
Furthermore, IoT-based solutions can be proposed to detect faults in power lines [103,104].
Voltage sensors collect voltage readings from different phases of a power line and send
them to a microcontroller [19]. The microcontroller compares voltage readings and a
predefined reference voltage value, flagging a fault if there is a difference between these
values. In another example, a GSM and IoT hybrid scheme was proposed [77] to detect and
localize faulty spots. The fast detection and localization help technicians to respond quickly
and fix faults before impacting transformers. The GSM and IoT-based technologies lack
intelligence. Their decision-making depends on a predefined threshold, a crucial difference
from other modern techniques such as GA and ANN, where these thresholds are implicitly
defined through the training/learning process. Embedding intelligence into IoT and GSM
is vital for adapting to various faults and promoting interoperability with newly added
components at the edge and fog computing infrastructures.
In this study, we emphasize the importance of reliable monitoring systems. Challenges
and issues exist in deploying power monitoring systems and operating them correctly. We
discussed some of these issues in Section 3 and Table 1, which can impact the operations
of the monitoring systems and reduce the accuracy of fault detection, classification, and
localization. Examples are related to short-circuits, weather conditions, and power sources
to operate the modules of the monitoring systems.
Although the advanced fault analysis techniques developed in recent years have
contributed to more reliable power grids, there are opportunities for further improvement.
For example, future research should focus on designing a fully autonomous next-generation
smart grid in which a grid will have self-recovery and self-management methods and be
more decentralized to promote sustainability and scalability.
5. Conclusions
This paper provides an insightful study on fault analysis in transmission power
systems. We provide a novel categorization scheme of relevant solutions and proposals
in fault analysis of transmission systems according to the method used and the target
task, whether it is detection, classification, or localization of faults. As a result of this
categorization, we have identified the main research areas required to bridge the gap in
the research body. We have identified gaps such as the lack of automation in the proposed
solutions regarding fault analysis and seamless action-taking upon a failure incident.
Furthermore, cascading faults are a major issue in a transmission system. Current solutions
are not fast enough for quality decision-making to prevent fault propagation.
The general trend of fault analysis techniques is to rely more on smart devices to collect
data about the overall status of the grid’s components. This data enables modernized
methods such as ML-based and evolutionary computation methods to detect, identify, and
localize faults accurately. On a related emerging topic, the distributed detection of cyberphysical attacks on smart power grids is an interesting future research direction. Another
direction is the decentralized future smart grid, in which fault analysis should be more
localized to a microgrid than the grid as a whole. Leveraging fog and edge computing along
with artificial intelligence (AI) would create a scalable and fast self-recovering smart grid.
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